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The Craft of Translation
A comprehensive cultural history of the language sciences in nineteenth-century
Germany.
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After Babel
This volume presents selected papers from the first symposium on Hermeneutics
and Translation Studies held at Cologne in 2011. Translational Hermeneutics works
at the intersection of theory and practice. It foregrounds both hermeneutical
philosophy and the various traditions -- especially phenomenology -- to which it is
indebted, in order to explore the ways in which the individual person figures at the
center of the mediating process of translation. Translational Hermeneutics offers
alternative ways to understand the process of translating: it is a holistic and
strategic process that enhances understanding by assisting the transmission of
meaning in and across multiple social and cultural contexts. The papers in this
collection accordingly provide a preliminary outline of Translational Hermeneutics.
Gathered together, these papers broach a new discipline within Translation
Studies. While some essays explain the theoretical foundations of this approach,
others concentrate on practical applications in diverse fields, for example literary
studies, and postcolonial studies.

George Steiner at The New Yorker
Breezy yet brainy, Empathy Lessons provides 30 compelling and actionable lessons
in restoring and expanding empathy in relationships and emotional well-being, at
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home and at work, in parenting and in business, at school and in the private
consulting room, in the corporate jungle and in the empathy desert, in the public
market and in the intimacy of the bedroom. Empathy is oxygen for the soul. So if
you are short of breath due to life stress, get the expanded empathy delivered in
this book. Just as the body needs oxygen to live physically, the soul needs empathy
to live emotionally. Most people are naturally empathic, but the cynicism and
denial needed to survive everyday life drives empathy away. Remove the
obstacles to empathy and empathy naturally develops and grows. That is the
training in a nutshell without all the details, guidance, and practice needed to
succeed. Find out how to take your empathy to the next level in this book. The
empathy lessons in this book include how- To perform a readiness assessment;
establish a set up for success in cleaning up inauthenticities that block empathy so
that empathy can expand and flourish; Empathy is not an "on-off" switch but a
tuner (dial or dimmer) that expands or contracts in accessing the vicarious
experience of the other person; Empathy works as a method of data gathering
about the other person, providing a vicarious experience of the other person
without being flooded by the experience; Introspection, vicarious experience,
listening to one's own "voice over" and radical acceptance are the royal road to
empathic receptivity; Empathic receptivity overcomes emotional contagion,
creating a set up for clear communication of feelings and experiences; Empathic
understanding overcomes conformity and enables shifting out of stuckness into
contribution, transformation, and leadership, including satisfying and flourishing
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relationships; Empathic interpretation overcomes projection and is the folk
definition of empathy, walking in another's shoes, adding "top down" empathy to
"bottom up," empathic receptivity; Empathic responsiveness drives out anger and
rage, acting as a soothing balm to suffering and emotional upset, deescalating
conflict and aggression; Scientific, peer-reviewed, evidence-based research
confirms that empathy reduces inflammation and stress; Relationships get
"weaponized" in bullying and, coming from empathy, how to overcome bullying,
reestablishing boundaries: recommendations to students, teachers, administrators
on how to stop bullying (including cyber-bullying) and promote empathy; Disorders
of empathy such as Asperger's and autism and (in a different context) the
psychopathic person, the "Natural Empath" (caught between nature and nurture),
and (fully buzzword compliant) mirror neurons, are related to empathy; "Corporate
empathy" is not a contradiction in terms, "CEO" now means "chief empathy
officer," and empathy is now the ultimate "capitalist tool"; Empathy is the "secret
sauce" in sexual satisfaction within an authentic relationship, featuring the desire
of desire, the "good parts," and intimate engagements that are sustainable.
Empathy Lessons put you back in touch with your empathy. Empathy lessons-not
merely the title of the book, the actual practices-provide applications to tough
cases. The applications give back to you your power in overcoming life's social
stresses and the power to expand well-being in the face of emotional upset,
handling difficult relationships, meeting business challenges in the corporate jungle
and empathy desert, overcoming bullies and bullying, and applying and practicing
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empathy in sex and romance. Not a conventional self-help book, but a writerly,
intermittently humorous, romp through empathic fields, you get 30 actionable
recommendations. Feeling like you are thrown "under the bus" again and it's
getting crowded under there? Get the empathy you need to fight back and flourish
in this book.

Babel in Russian and Other Literatures and Topographies
From the distinguished polymath George Steiner comes a profound and
illuminating vision of the inseparability of Western philosophy and its living
language. With his hallmark forceful discernment, George Steiner presents in The
Poetry of Thought his magnum opus: an examination of more than two millennia of
Western culture, staking out his claim for the essential oneness of great thought
and great style. Sweeping yet precise, moving from essential detail to bracing
illustration, Steiner spans the entire history of philosophy in the West as it
entwines with literature, finding that, as Sartre stated, in all philosophy there is “a
hidden literary prose.” “The poetic genius of abstract thought,” Steiner believes,
“is lit, is made audible. Argument, even analytic, has its drumbeat. It is made ode.
What voices the closing movements of Hegel’s Phenomenology better than Edith
Piaf’s non de non, a twofold negation which Hegel would have prized? This essay is
an attempt to listen more closely.”
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After Babel
The author presents a penetrating analysis of the collapse of Western culture
during the last half of the twentieth century

The Bible After Babel
An education in a portmanteau: George Steiner at The New Yorker collects his best
work from his more than 150 pieces for the magazine. Between 1967 and 1997,
George Steiner wrote more than 130 pieces on a great range of topics for The New
Yorker, making new books, difficult ideas, and unfamiliar subjects seem compelling
not only to intellectuals but to “the common reader.” He possesses a famously
dazzling mind: paganism, the Dutch Renaissance, children’s games, war-time
Britain, Hitler’s bunker, and chivalry attract his interest as much as Levi-Strauss,
Cellini, Bernhard, Chardin, Mandelstam, Kafka, Cardinal Newman, Verdi, Gogol,
Borges, Brecht, Wittgenstein, Chomsky, and art historian/spy Anthony Blunt.
Steiner makes an ideal guide from the Risorgimento in Italy to the literature of the
Gulag, from the history of chess to the enduring importance of George Orwell.
Again and again everything Steiner looks at in his New Yorker essays is made to
bristle with some genuine prospect of turning out to be freshly thrilling or
surprising.
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Gender in Translation
The Poetry of Thought: From Hellenism to Celan
A forefront literary critic meditates on seven books he had intended to write,
explaining that his unwritten works proved too intimate, challenging, or painful to
commit to publication and revealing how the stories confronted such themes as
aberrant sex, exile, and the humbling limitations of talent.

Empathy Lessons
The New Babel: Toward a Poetics of the Mid-East Crises evokes and
investigates—from a Jewish American perspective and in the forms of poetry,
essays, and interviews—the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, America’s involvement as
both perpetrator and victim of events in the Middle East and Afghanistan, and the
multiple ways that poetics can respond to political imperatives. The poems range
from the immediately lyrical to the experimental forms of the “Apple Anyone
Sonnets” series, which relies heavily on the Arabic but has Shakespeare as its
scaffolding. In the essays, Schwartz calls on the power of poetry—and of some of
the great poets in the Arabic, Jewish, and American traditions—to help rethink the
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battle lines of the contemporary Mid-East, with the Jewish philosopher Martin Buber
looming large. The interviews provide Schwartz’s discussions with Israeli poet and
activist Aharon Shabtai, political philosopher Michael Hardt, and the late, great
American poet Amiri Baraka. In these creative, analytical, and conversational
moments, Leonard Schwartz rethinks the battle lines of the contemporary Middle
East and calls on the power of language as the essence of our humanity, endlessly
fluid, but also the source of an intentional confusion there is a necessity to counter.

Language and Silence
A thought-provoking examination of the complex teacher-student relationship,
from one of the great minds of the modern literary world Based on George
Steiner’s extensive experience as a teacher, Lessons of the Masters is a passionate
examination of the “profession of the professor.” He writes about what empowers
one person to teach another, and explores the complexities and nuances of this
bond. From the charismatic master to the loving disciple, Steiner explores the
religious, philosophical, economic, and scientific aspects of imparting knowledge,
drawing upon history’s most famous teachers: Socrates, Jesus, Faust, Virgil, Dante,
Heloise, and Abelard.

Lessons of the Masters
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Spanning the centuries, from the seventeenth to the twentieth, and ranging across
cultures, from England to Mexico, this collection gathers together important
statements on the function and feasibility of literary translation. The essays
provide an overview of the historical evolution in thinking about translation and
offer strong individual opinions by prominent contemporary theorists. Most of the
twenty-one pieces appear in translation, some here in English for the first time and
many difficult to find elsewhere. Selections include writings by Scheiermacher,
Nietzsche, Ortega, Benjamin, Pound, Jakobson, Paz, Riffaterre, Derrida, and others.
A fine companion to The Craft of Translation, this volume will be a valuable
resource for all those who translate, those who teach translation theory and
practice, and those interested in questions of language philosophy and literary
theory.

The New Babel
Biblical scholars today often sound as if they are caught in the aftermath of Babel
— a clamor of voices unable to reach common agreement. But is this necessarily a
bad thing? Many postmodern critics hear the confusion of critical languages as a
welcome opportunity for diverse new approaches. In The Bible After Babel, noted
biblical scholar John J. Collins considers the effect of the postmodern situation on
biblical, primarily Old Testament, criticism over the last three decades. Engaging
and even-handed, Collins begins by examining the quest of historical criticism to
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objectively establish a text’s basic meaning. He goes on to deftly review the
alternative methods of postmodern criticism, the disputed history of ancient Israel,
and the ways in which postcolonial and feminist scholarship has called into
question the moral authority of the Bible. At the same time, as more diverse
practitioners — including Jews, women, and ethnic minorities — have entered the
field of biblical studies, many of the accepted conclusions of previous scholarship
have crumbled. Accepting that the Bible may no longer provide secure foundations
for faith, Collins still highlights its ethical challenge to be concerned for the other —
a challenge central both to Old Testament ethics and to the teaching of Jesus.

Babel
A “fascinating” (The Economist) dive into the world of linguistics that is “part
travelogue, part science lesson, part intellectual investigation…an entertaining,
informative survey of some of the most fascinating polyglots of our time” (The New
York Times Book Review). In Babel No More, Michael Erard, “a monolingual with
benefits,” sets out on a quest to meet language superlearners and make sense of
their mental powers. On the way he uncovers the secrets of historical figures like
the nineteenth-century Italian cardinal Joseph Mezzofanti, who was said to speak
seventy-two languages, as well as those of living language-superlearners such as
Alexander Arguelles, a modern-day polyglot who knows dozens of languages and
shows Erard the tricks of the trade to give him a dark glimpse into the life of
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obsessive language acquisition. With his ambitious examination of what language
is, where it lives in the brain, and the cultural implications of polyglots’ pursuits,
Erard explores the upper limits of our ability to learn and use languages and
illuminates the intellectual potential in everyone. How do some people escape the
curse of Babel—and what might the gods have demanded of them in return?

The Library of Babel
Through a study of Malaysia, Taming Babel examines how empires and
postcolonial nation-states struggle to govern multilingual and polyglot subjects.

Scientific Babel
Examines the rise and fall of English as the most widely spoken language in human
history and discusses what language will overtake its dominance as Englishspeaking nations are challenged by the rising wealth of Brazil, Russia, India and
China.

After Babel
The evolution and manipulation of language from the celebrated author of After
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Babel. “A keenly discriminating literary mind at work on what it loves” (The New
York Times Book Review). Language and Silence is a book about language—and
politics, meaning, silence, and the future of literature. Originally published between
1958 and 1966, the essays that make up this collection ponder whether we have
passed out of an era of verbal primacy and into one of post-linguistic forms—or
partial silence. Steiner explores the idea of the abandonment of contemporary
literary criticism, from the classics to the works of William Shakespeare, Lawrence
Durell, Thomas Mann, Leon Trotsky, and more.

My Unwritten Books
A distinguished collection of essays on language, literature, and philosophy from
acclaimed scholar and critic George Steiner On Difficulty is as provocative and
relevant today as when its essays were first published. Ranging from critical topics
such as the understanding of language to the meaning of meaning, inward speech
to the relationship between erotic sensibility and linguistic convention, these eight
essays posit myriad topics for exploration and dialogue. George Steiner deals with
considerations that are simultaneously literary and philosophical, exploring themes
of linguistic privacy and the changing technical, physiological, and social statuses
of the act of reading.
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Mouse or Rat?
“A brilliant work . . . A dazzling meditation on the very nature of language itself”
from the world-renowned scholar and author of The Poetry of Thought (Kirkus
Reviews). In his classic work, literary critic and scholar George Steiner tackles what
he considers the Babel “problem”: Why, over the course of history, have humans
developed thousands of different languages when the social, material, and
economic advantages of a single tongue are obvious? Steiner argues that different
cultures’ desires for privacy and exclusivity led to each developing its own
language. Translation, he believes, is at the very heart of human communication,
and thus at the heart of human nature. From our everyday perception of the world
around us, to creativity and the uninhibited imagination, to the often inexplicable
poignancy of poetry, we are constantly translating—even from our native
language.

Contexts in Translating
The decline of formal religious systems has left a moral and emotional emptiness
in Western culture. George Steiner, internationally renowned thinker and scholar,
pursues this and examines the alternative "mythologies" of Marxism, Freudian
psychology, L vi-Straussian anthropology, and fads of irrationality.
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The Wisdom of Crowds
A fascinating study of moral languages and their discontents, Ethics after Babel
explains the links that connect contemporary moral philosophy, religious ethics,
and political thought in clear, cogent, even conversational prose. Princeton's
paperback edition of this award-winning book includes a new postscript by the
author that responds to the book's noted critics, Stanley Hauerwas and the late
Alan Donagan. In answering his critics, Jeffrey Stout clarifies the book's arguments
and offers fresh reasons for resisting despair over the prospects of democratic
discourse.

The Last Lingua Franca
“A fresh, revelatory, golden eagle’s eye-view of western literature.” —Financial
Times Early in Grammars of Creation, George Steiner references Plato’s maxim
that in “all things natural and human, the origin is the most excellent.” Creation,
he argues, is linguistically fundamental in theology, philosophy, art, music,
literature—central, in fact, to our very humanity. Since the Holocaust, however, art
has shown a tendency to linger on endings—on sundown instead of sunrise.
Asserting that every use of the future tense of the verb “to be” is a negation of
mortality, Steiner draws on everything from world wars and the Nazis to religion
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and the word of God to demonstrate how our grammar reveals our perceptions,
reflections, and experiences. His study shows the twentieth century to be largely a
failed one, but also offers a glimpse of hope for Western civilization, a new light
peeking just over the horizon.

Nostalgia for the Absolute
This study analyzes the biblical Tower of Babel story, a cautionary tale that
accounts for the diversity of languages and peoples. The author pursues its linking
of language, architecture, and society as well as its relevance in art and literature
over centuries.

Antigones
English is the language of science today. No matter which languages you know, if
you want your work seen, studied, and cited, you need to publish in English. But
that hasn’t always been the case. Though there was a time when Latin dominated
the field, for centuries science has been a polyglot enterprise, conducted in a
number of languages whose importance waxed and waned over time—until the
rise of English in the twentieth century. So how did we get from there to here? How
did French, German, Latin, Russian, and even Esperanto give way to English? And
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what can we reconstruct of the experience of doing science in the polyglot past?
With Scientific Babel, Michael D. Gordin resurrects that lost world, in part through
an ingenious mechanism: the pages of his highly readable narrative account teem
with footnotes—not offering background information, but presenting quoted
material in its original language. The result is stunning: as we read about the rise
and fall of languages, driven by politics, war, economics, and institutions, we
actually see it happen in the ever-changing web of multilingual examples. The
history of science, and of English as its dominant language, comes to life, and
brings with it a new understanding not only of the frictions generated by a
scientific community that spoke in many often mutually unintelligible voices, but
also of the possibilities of the polyglot, and the losses that the dominance of
English entails. Few historians of science write as well as Gordin, and Scientific
Babel reveals his incredible command of the literature, language, and intellectual
essence of science past and present. No reader who takes this linguistic journey
with him will be disappointed.

Babel in Zion
In Bluebeard's Castle
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Noise After Babel
A New York Times Notable Book for 2011 One of The Economist's 2011 Books of
the Year People speak different languages, and always have. The Ancient Greeks
took no notice of anything unless it was said in Greek; the Romans made everyone
speak Latin; and in India, people learned their neighbors' languages—as did many
ordinary Europeans in times past (Christopher Columbus knew Italian, Portuguese,
and Castilian Spanish as well as the classical languages). But today, we all use
translation to cope with the diversity of languages. Without translation there would
be no world news, not much of a reading list in any subject at college, no repair
manuals for cars or planes; we wouldn't even be able to put together flat-pack
furniture. Is That a Fish in Your Ear? ranges across the whole of human experience,
from foreign films to philosophy, to show why translation is at the heart of what we
do and who we are. Among many other things, David Bellos asks: What's the
difference between translating unprepared natural speech and translating Madame
Bovary? How do you translate a joke? What's the difference between a native
tongue and a learned one? Can you translate between any pair of languages, or
only between some? What really goes on when world leaders speak at the UN? Can
machines ever replace human translators, and if not, why? But the biggest
question Bellos asks is this: How do we ever really know that we've understood
what anybody else says—in our own language or in another? Surprising, witty, and
written with great joie de vivre, this book is all about how we comprehend other
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people and shows us how, ultimately, translation is another name for the human
condition.

Theories of Translation
English is the world language, except that most of the world doesn’t speak it—only
one in five people does. Dorren calculates that to speak fluently with half of the
world’s 7.4 billion people in their mother tongues, you would need to know no
fewer than twenty languages. He sets out to explore these top twenty world
languages, which range from the familiar (French, Spanish) to the surprising
(Malay, Javanese, Bengali). Babel whisks the reader on a delightful journey to
every continent of the world, tracing how these world languages rose to greatness
while others fell away and showing how speakers today handle the foibles of their
mother tongues. Whether showcasing tongue-tying phonetics or elegant but
complicated writing scripts, and mind-bending quirks of grammar, Babel vividly
illustrates that mother tongues are like nations: each has its own customs and
beliefs that seem as self-evident to those born into it as they are surprising to the
outside world. Among many other things, Babel will teach you why modern Turks
can’t read books that are a mere 75 years old, what it means in practice for
Russian and English to be relatives, and how Japanese developed separate
“dialects” for men and women. Dorren lets you in on his personal trials and
triumphs while studying Vietnamese in Hanoi, debunks ten widespread myths
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about Chinese characters, and discovers that Swahili became the lingua franca in a
part of the world where people routinely speak three or more languages. Witty,
fascinating and utterly compelling, Babel will change the way you look at and listen
to the world and how it speaks.

Is That a Fish in Your Ear?
Contexts in Translating is designed to help translators understand the varieties of
contexts and their importance for understanding a text and reproducing the
meaning in another language. The contexts include the historical setting of writing
a text, the cultural components that make a text unique, the types of audiences for
which the translation is intended, and the most efficient and effective ways of
producing a satisfactory representation of the source-language text. The structural
levels of language are described, and the principal features of text organization are
also explained. In addition, the main features of various books on translation are
outlined, and a chapter on basic theories of translation is followed by a selective
bibliography.

In Babel's Shadow
The promotion and vernacularization of Hebrew, traditionally a language of Jewish
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liturgy and study, was a central accomplishment of the Zionist movement in
Palestine. Viewing twentieth-century history through the lens of language, author
Liora Halperin questions the accepted scholarly narrative of a Zionist move away
from multilingualism during the years following World War I, demonstrating how
Jews in Palestine remained connected linguistically by both preference and
necessity to a world outside the boundaries of the pro-Hebrew community even as
it promoted Hebrew and achieved that language's dominance. The story of
language encounters in Jewish Palestine is a fascinating tale of shifting power
relationships, both locally and globally. Halperin's absorbing study explores how a
young national community was compelled to modify the dictates of Hebrew
exclusivity as it negotiated its relationships with its Jewish population, Palestinian
Arabs, the British, and others outside the margins of the national project and
ultimately came to terms with the limitations of its hegemony in an interconnected
world.

Babel No More
Essays discuss collaboration, revision, the translation of Japanese, problems of
translation, and medieval European poetry

Real Presences
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When it first appeared in 1975, After Babel created a sensation, quickly
establishing itself as both a controversial and seminal study of literary theory. In
the original edition, Steiner provided readers with the first systematic investigation
since the eighteenth century of the phenomenology and processes of translation
both inside and between languages. Taking issue with the principal emphasis of
modern linguistics, he finds the root of the "Babel problem" in our deep instinct for
privacy and territory, noting that every people has in its language a unique body of
shared secrecy. With this provocative thesis he analyzes every aspect of
translation from fundamental conditions of interpretation to the most intricate of
linguistic constructions.For the long-awaited second edition, Steiner entirely
revised the text, added new and expanded notes, and wrote a new preface setting
the work in the present context of hermeneutics, poetics, and translation studies.
This new edition brings the bibliography up to the present with substantially
updated references, including much Russian and Eastern European material. Like
the towering figures of Derrida, Lacan, and Foucault, Steiner's work is central to
current literary thought. After Babel, Third Edition is essential reading for anyone
hoping to understand the debates raging in the academy today.

Nabokov Translated
"Not many living artists would be sufficiently brave or inspired to attempt reflecting
in art what Borges constructs in words. But the detailed, evocative etchings by Erik
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Desmazieres provide a perfect counterpoint to the visionary prose. Like Borges,
Desmazieres has created his own universe, his own definition of the meaning,
topography and geography of the Library of Babel. Printed together, with the
etchings reproduced in fine-line duotone, text and art unite to present an artist's
book that belongs in the circle of Borges's sacrosanct Crimson Hexagon - "books
smaller than natural books, books omnipotent, illustrated, and magical.""--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved

Dogmatics after Babel
According to Greek legend, Antigone, the daughter of Oedipus, secretly buried her
brother in defiance of the order of Creon, king of Thebes. Sentenced to death by
Creon, she forestalled him by committing suicide. The theme of the conflict
between Antigone and Creon--between the state and the individual, between man
and woman, between young and old--has captured the Western imagination for
more than 2000 years. George Steiner here examines the far-reaching legacy of
this great classical myth. He considers its treatment in Western art, literature, and
thought--in drama, poetry, prose, philosophic discourse, political tracts, opera,
ballet, film, and even the plastic arts. A study in poetics and in the philosophy of
reading, Antigones leads us to look again at the influence the Greek myths
exercise on twentieth-century culture. "A remarkable feat of intellectual
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agility."--Washington Post Book World "[An] intellectually demanding but rewarding
book. . . consistently stimulating and sometimes disturbing."--The New Republic
"An. . . account of the various treatments of the Antigone theme in European
languages. . . Penetrating and novel."--The New York Times Book Review "A
tradition of intelligence and style lives in this prolific man."--Los Angeles Times
"Antigones triumphantly demonstrates that Antigone could fill several volumes of
study without becoming tedious or exhausted."--The New York Review of Books

Ethics After Babel
`Translation has long needed a champion, and at last in George Steiner it has
found a scholar who is a match for the task.' Sunday TimesFirst published in 1975,
After Babel constituted the first systematic investigation of the theory and
processes of translation since the eighteenth century. In mapping out its own field,
it quickly established itself as both controversial and seminal, and gave rise to a
considerable, andstill-growing, body of secondary literature. Even today, with its
status as a modern classic beyond question, many of the books insights remain
provocative and challenging.For the second edition of After Babel, George Steiner
entirely revised the text, added new and expanded notes, provided a substantially
updated bibliography (including much Russian and Eastern European material),
and wrote a new preface setting the book in the present context of
hermeneutics,poetics, and translation studies.`Steiner's subject is extravagantly
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rich and he ponders it on the most generous scalehis language and his ideas
display even-handedness, seriousness without heaviness, learning without
pedantry, and sober charm.' New Yorker

After Babel
Rubén Rosario Rodríguez addresses the long-standing division between Christian
theologies that take revelation as their starting point and focus and those that take
human culture as theirs. After introducing these two theological streams that
originate with Karl Barth and Paul Tillich, respectively, Rosario asserts that they
both seek to respond to the Enlightenment's critique and rejection of Christianity.
In so doing, they have bought into Enlightenment understandings of human reality
and the transcendent. Rosario argues that in order to get beyond the impasse
between theologies of the Word and culture, we need a different starting point. He
discovers that starting point in two sources: (1) through the work of liberation and
contextual theologians on the role of the Holy Spirit, and (2) through a comparative
analysis of the teachings on the hiddenness of God from the three “Abrahamicâ€
religions â€"Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Rosario offers a strong argument for
why this third theological starting point represents not just a marginal or niche
position but a genuine alternative to the two traditional theological streams. His
work will shift readers' understanding of the options in theological discourse
beyond the false alternatives of theologies of the Word and culture.
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On Difficulty
Renowned scholar George Steiner explores the power and presence of the unseen
in art. “It takes someone of [his] stature to tackle this theme head-on” (The New
York Times). There is a philosophical school of thought that believes the presence
of God in art, literature, and music—in creativity in general—is a vacant metaphor,
an eroded figure of speech, a ghost in humanity’s common parlance. George
Steiner posits the opposite—that any coherent understanding of language and art,
any capacity to communicate meaning and feeling, is premised on God. In doing
so, he argues against the kind of criticism that obscures, instead of elucidates,
meaning. From the power of language to vital philosophical tenets, Real Presences
examines the role of meaning and of the spiritual in art throughout history and
across cultures.

Taming Babel
From the world-famous author of THE NAME OF THE ROSE, an illuminating and
humorous study on the pleasures and pitfalls of translation. 'Translation is always a
shift, not between two languages but between two cultures. A translator must take
into account rules that are not strictly linguistic but, broadly speaking, cultural.'
Umberto Eco is of the world's most brilliant and entertaining writers on literature
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and language. In this accessible and dazzling study, he turns his eye on the subject
of translations and the problems the differences between cultures can cause. The
book is full of little gems about mistranslations and misunderstandings.For
example when you put 'Studies in the logic of Charles Sanders Peirce' through an
internet translation machine, it becomes 'Studies in the logic of the Charles of
sandpaper grinding machines Peirce'. In Italian 'ratto' has no connotation of
'contemptible person' but denotes speed ('you dirty rat' could take on a whole new
meaning!) What could be a weighty subject is never dull, fired by Eco's immense
wit and erudition, providing an entertaining read that illuminates the process of
negotiation that all translators must make.

Grammars of Creation
There are approximately six thousand languages on Earth today, each a
descendant of the tongue first spoken by Homo sapiens some 150,000 years ago.
While laying out how languages mix and mutate over time, linguistics professor
John McWhorter reminds us of the variety within the species that speaks them, and
argues that, contrary to popular perception, language is not immutable and
hidebound, but a living, dynamic entity that adapts itself to an ever-changing
human environment. Full of humor and imaginative insight, The Power of Babel
draws its illustrative examples from languages around the world, including pidgins,
Creoles, and nonstandard dialects.
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Translational Hermeneutics
Gender in Translation is a broad-ranging, imaginative and lively look at feminist
issues surrounding translation studies. Students and teachers of translation
studies, linguistics, gender studies and women's studies will find this
unprecedented work invaluable and thought-provoking reading. Sherry Simon
argues that translation of feminist texts - with a view to promoting feminist
perspectives - is a cultural intervention, seeking to create new cultural meanings
and bring about social change. She takes a close look at specific issues which
include: the history of feminist theories of language and translation studies;
linguistic issues, including a critical examination of the work of Luce Irigaray; a look
at women translators through history, from the Renaissance to the twentieth
century; feminist translations of the Bible; an analysis of the ways in which French
feminist texts such as De Beauvoir's The Second Sex have been translated into
English.

The Power of Babel
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
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wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.
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